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all of the content here can be used with the anatomy and sciences book, along with the surgical and medical machinery book, so you have everything you need to build a comprehensive library of digital, 3d learning
resources. discover a revolutionizing new way to learn anatomy. the anatomy and sciences book for ipad uses simple diagrams, great for a child or adult, to illustrate the most important facts about the human body. equally

at home in a classroom or as a reference tool, these 2-minute lessons organize complex information into easily understandable lessons. learn with a pediatrician in this software-based learning tool. memorix kids shows a
series of simple diagrams to teach kids the basics of anatomy. along the way, you'll practice the abcs of anatomy and learn vocabulary words such as "innervated," "exocrine," and "muscle." this app will make anyone think
in 3d. build 3d structures in your head as you step through the game. the app loads animated lectures that come with it, which combine clinical images with descriptive text and animations to teach anatomy in a way that

will never grow old. anatomy is important for all parts of life. fortunately, you can take it into many different disciplines without spending years studying, thanks to the new app-based learning tools memorix. whether you're
a medical professional, a student, a teacher, or a patient, you can use anatomy and sciences to learn and remember facts about the human body with the help of this 3d learning tool.
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